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Throughout the history of modernism, architects and critics have determined what constitutes the rel-

evant in contemporary architecture in response to cultural fashions; economic conditions; and politi-

cal, social, and technological aspirations and realities. Today’s polynucleated discourse on architecture 

and urbanism is no different. Open the newspaper, log on to the Internet, pick up a shelter magazine. 

What are the topics du jour? Among the most frequently discussed are the possibilities offered by digi-

tal technologies to create new forms, new materials, and new modes of construction and fabrication. 

Then there is the profession’s loss of control over matters that traditionally have belonged in its domain, 

such as the articulation of the program, the oversight of the process of construction, and the design not 

just of buildings but of larger chunks of our urban environment. Most compelling are the consequences 

of globalization and global warming on urban settlement patterns, modes of design and building, social 

relations, and the formation of cultural identity.

Moshe Safdie’s work, encompassing different typologies, scales, and practices in the built envi-

ronment, powerfully grapples with the challenges of building in today’s world: the changing role of the 

architect in the face of the exponential growth of large-scale urban regions; globalization’s impact on 

human settlement patterns, social relations, and cultural identities; the architect’s role in shaping not 

only an individual project’s program but its larger civic role; the complex formal innovations made possi-

ble by new digital technologies for design, construction, and manufacturing. Responding to the growth 

of large-scale regional conurbations, Safdie, in his writings and a series of regional plans, urban plans, 

and master plans for new towns, has proposed various strategies to responsibly manage growth. To stay 

the homogenizing tides of globalization, he creates pockets of locality in varied contexts. In buildings 

around the globe, he has taken advantage of new manufacturing processes and new digital technolo-

gies to create dramatic, previously unexecutable forms, and then assiduously worked with manufactur-

ing and construction firms to tweak those forms in order to maximize efficiency in their construction. 

In light of all this, one might think that Safdie’s work would be central to today’s architectural dis-

course, and yet one only infrequently finds mention of it. Why? There is a quick answer: the blast furnace 

of Safdie’s intellect, combined with his deeply committed approach to architecture, has conferred upon 

him, in his pronouncements and his work, the wisdom and the curse of maintaining a critical distance 

from the immediate. Safdie approaches design not as the fabrication of photogenic moments, but as 

a vocation, and he designs from a larger ethical framework that is uncommon in contemporary interna-

tional practice. 

In Safdie’s insistence that the architect’s design choices must be anchored to a deeply con-

sidered philosophy of architecture’s actual and possible roles in society, culture, and politics, he 

swims against the current of contemporary architects who tend towards resigned pragmatism 
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(“I’m an architect, not a politician,” Robert A. M. Stern recently quipped after accepting the commis- 

sion to design the George W. Bush Presidential Library) or the twinned cynicisms of “criticality” (Peter 

Eisenman and his many minions) or “post-criticality” (Rem Koolhaas and his). Repeatedly, Safdie tells  

his colleagues, “We have choices.” Architects can accede to an unjust and inhumane world or pretend 

that what they do professionally bears little relevance to such problems. Or architects can instead 

choose the more difficult path of approaching the design of buildings and cities as a vocation. In that 

case they must navigate their careers as Safdie does, using as their compass the values of social  

commitment and responsibility.

But this quick answer, adequate as it may be in our front-running-driven, media-mediated world, 

conceals a deeper, more profound answer that helps us to understand the nature and distinctiveness 

of Safdie’s contribution. To unearth this answer, we can begin by revisiting two moments in his work. 

The first is his brilliant, still-fresh prototype for prefabricated, multiple-family urban dwellings, Habi-

tat, which was constructed for the World’s Exposition in Montreal in 1967 and which first earned him 

his global reputation. We shall return to analyze Habitat later. For now, consider the project in light of 

today’s renewed fascination with prefabrication. After Expo ’67, Safdie reworked the Habitat model 

in the hopes, as he writes in Beyond Habitat (1970), of enticing local government officials and private 

developers in New York City, Jerusalem, Tehran, San Juan, and elsewhere to build it. All these campaigns 

failed, leading him to conclude that neither he nor any architect would be given the opportunity to exe-

cute prefabricated social housing on a large scale. Doing so, he had learned, would require multiple unre-

lated institutions to rethink their priorities and to coordinate their modes of operation, including federal, 

municipal, and local governments; various branches of private industry; and private citizens who formu-

late and abide by social norms governing their private and public lives. So Safdie, pragmatically, turned 

his attentions to more executable aspirations and visions. Since then, architects have concocted a suc-

cession of proposals for prefabricated dwellings. These have been met with varying levels of fanfare; 

most have been subsequently shelved. Dreams of well-designed, inexpensive housing live on, but mass-

produced housing has never materialized. For precisely the reasons that a prophetic Safdie reluctantly 

decided, it likely never will. Safdie was ahead of his time. Instead of riding the horse for all it was worth, 

he wisely dismounted. Those behind him are still galloping their way to futility. 

The second instance pertains to Safdie’s more recent work. Even when his projects directly relate 

to contemporary debates, they flout common practices. When designing, Safdie envisions how he 

hopes users will experience the building. If that experience demands complex forms — as in, for exam-

ple, the Peabody Essex Museum in Salem (1996 – 2003) — then he designs complexity. The roof of the  

Peabody Essex’s multistory public atrium is a single curve in plan and a double curve in section because 

that is what Safdie decided would help create the sense of processional climax he sought. Yet, unlike 

many of his colleagues, he has never pretended that “complexity” constitutes some sort of profound 

intellectual project, nor does he advance the misguided notion that architecture might be sculpture. 

Moreover, he disciplines even his most complex forms with clear geometries to maximize efficiency 

in construction and the use of materials. (Not to do so would be to fall prey to “capriciousness,” one of 

Safdie’s most damning obloquies.) To complicate the picture further, he is just as likely to employ tradi-

tional Euclidean geometry as he is parametric design. If he thinks that his users and publics need legible 

imagery, he designs it, even as many contemporary designers shirk (or pretend to) overt symbols. 

All this points to a dominant feature of Safdie’s approach to design: it is rigorously multifaceted 

and extraordinarily complex. Understanding his projects requires abjuring simple notions of what is hot 

or new. It requires putting away one’s laptop, closing the book on high-resolution photographs, and trav-

eling to sites. It demands the willingness and determination to both look at the project and beyond it, to 

explore the full scope of practices mastered to bring it to completion. Finally, it necessitates question-

ing unspoken assumptions and reflexive reactions about style — a rarity in analyses of architecture and 

urbanism today.

Describing and evaluating Safdie’s accomplishments pose daunting challenges that might make 

even Atlas shrug. From his office come regional plans, airports, skyscrapers, multi-pavilion complexes, 

courthouses, museums, memorials, public parks, and more. He is the master-of-many-disconnected-

trades that the good architect must necessarily be, and yet few are. In his practice and sometimes in a 

single project, he synthesizes infrastructure, regional, and city planning with urban design, landscape 

architecture, and architecture. In doing so, he transgresses the boundaries that artificially parse our 

built environment into disconnected practices. He designs from a wide-angle lens, with the understand-

ing that inserting a building or complex of buildings into a preexisting landscape is, inherently, a socially 

aggressive act: one literally reconfigures a world.

Over the years Safdie has proposed several master plans for new cities or large-scale develop-

ments in existing cities. History has demonstrated that the large scale, immense cost, and political com-

plexity of such projects ensures that most are never executed, as was the case with Safdie’s projects for 

Keur Farah Pahlavi (1975 – 78) in Senegal, Simpang New Town (1994) in Singapore, and West Kowloon 

Reclamation (2001) in Hong Kong. But one of Safdie’s master plans is now a living city, Modi’in, which 

promises to reach its target-projected population of 200,000 within years. Modi’in, commissioned in 

1988, welcomed its first residents in 1996, and today is a city of 70,000 spreading over a complex  

terrain of hills and valleys. Sited between Israel’s two major urban and economic centers, Jerusalem 

and Tel Aviv, Modi’in serves as a bedroom community, especially for families with two wage earners who 

commute in different directions. Safdie, who has always advocated a two-state solution to the Israeli-

Arab conflict and refused to build Jewish settlements in the West Bank, which Modi’in abuts, also hopes 

that the city will become a home for displaced Jewish settlers once a peace agreement is finally reached 

with the Palestinians. 

To build Modi’in, Safdie donned one professional hat after another: urban and land use planner, 

political activist, infrastructure and transportation specialist, urban designer, landscape architect, and 

architect. Given the complexity of today’s world and its urgent political, environmental, and social prob-

lems, contemporary architects must be willing and able — both — to skillfully take on such a wide array of 

roles. Yet I know of very few contemporary practitioners who are. Safdie, by contrast, does it again and 

again. For Modi’in, he, along with architects in his Jerusalem office, wrote the city’s zoning provisions, 

planned the transportation infrastructure, developed the land use plan, wrote the design codes, over-

saw and wrote the landscaping guidelines for all the city’s public parks, and designed the community 

and retail center. The residential parcels were sold in blocks to developers, who built the bulk of the city’s 

buildings according to their own designs. 

Modi’in’s plan builds upon a number of widely celebrated postwar urban designs. Indeed, before 

beginning the project, Safdie’s office studied and compiled a research book on new towns built after 

1945. Some precedents for Modi’in include Le Corbusier, E. Maxwell Fry, and Jane Drew’s Chandigarh 

(1951 – 59); Sven Markelius’s new town of Vällingby (which opened in 1954); Josep Lluís Sert’s plans 

for Cimbote, Peru, (1948 – 51) and his Peabody Terrace complex in Cambridge (opened in 1964); and 

Giancarlo de Carlo’s university buildings and town plan in Urbino (which began in 1962 and continued 

for many years). In Chandigarh, Le Corbusier, Fry, and Drew devised a system of wider thoroughfares 

connecting neighborhood blocks, with smaller streets running within each larger block. In the new 

town of Vällingby, the first of a number of new satellite towns outside Stockholm, Markelius rejected 

the abstract formalism and high densities of earlier modernist precedents. He chose instead to build 
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Site plan (this page) and  
aerial view (opposite page) 
of Modi’in, Israel, 1988 – ongoing
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a medium-density garden city along the site’s preexisting topographic contours, placing public spaces 

and transportation nodes in the town center, surrounded by a variety of differently configured neigh-

borhoods and residential housing types. Sert’s Peabody Terrace is a model of fairly high-density urban 

housing that also offers a potent sense of locality, created by a visually provocative, contrapuntal com-

position that articulates different kinds of lawns and urban plazas. The site plan was meant to knit the 

housing complex into the surrounding community and probably would have done so if its owner, Harvard 

University, had not consistently undermined or destroyed the social intentions of the original design. 

Perhaps most relevant to Safdie’s master planning and urban designs are Giancarlo de Carlo’s urban 

designs, preservation plans, and Collegio del Colle in Urbino. De Carlo’s work in Urbino was widely 

admired in the 1960s and early 1970s for its sensitivity to historic precedent and the existing contours 

of a site and its demonstration of how a combination of accommodating existing conditions and good 

architectural planning can help to nurture strong communal bonds. De Carlo’s Collegio complex offers 

a variety of indoor and outdoor, public and semi-public spaces in the form of patios, arcades, amply pro-

portioned outdoor passageways, and staircases to fortify a sense of communal identification.

Modi’in’s master plan builds on, then betters, these celebrated predecessors. It draws from some 

of their best features, such as site-specificity, constructed hierarchies of public and private spaces, 

sensitivity to historic precedent, variation of housing types, and density in residential sectors. Those 

features are knit together within a well-conceived infrastructure: well-designed urban plazas and parks, 

and a road system that facilitates both efficient movement and neighborhood congregation. At the same 

time, Modi’in’s master plan embodies and extends Safdie’s architectural, urban, and social principles. He 

began with a comprehensive analysis of the site and decided to modify the typical urban settlement 

strategy of placing the city’s principal arterial roadway in the valley where it would be easiest to con-

struct. Instead, he ran a series of coupled boulevards along the sides of each major valley. These larger 

paired boulevards delineate rectangular bands on which are sited neighborhood parks, the local school, 

and a small commercial area. Threaded through each large neighborhood block are smaller streets for 

local traffic. 

This road system allowed Safdie to leave a substantial portion of the valley floor as a ribbon of 

green parkland and playing fields. Two- to four-story housing steps and terraces its way up the slopes, 

much like a traditional Mediterranean village. The residential buildings in Modi’in increase in height 

relative to their topographical position, with towers — a pragmatic concession to developers’ insistent 

demands for higher density — crowning the summits of the hills.

Unlike most new towns, but like most cities, Modi’in’s neighborhood blocks are visually distinct 

from one another, presumably because different developers built them. Through various provisions in 

the city’s codes, further visual and spatial complexity was promoted. The neighborhoods contain many 

different kinds of open spaces: each residential cluster combines terraces, courtyards, patios, walk-

ways, and staircases in varying configurations. These fine-grained urban design features, along with the 

larger contours of the city’s plan, foster the social bonds that allow subcommunities to grow within the 

large neighborhood blocks. 

Modi’in is distinctive in the history of new town planning because it combines a number of fea-

tures that have long been embraced by urban designers, but only in a grab-bag fashion: site-enhancing 

specificity, a varied supply of housing types and styles, distinctively designed parks and playgrounds to 

enhance each neighborhood’s sense of identity, abundant green spaces accessible to the entire commu-

nity. Equally important, Modi’in’s plan avoids two problems that defeat many new towns: visual and spa-

tial homogeneity on the one hand, or, conversely, excessive spatial differentiation of one neighborhood 

unit from another. The former produces boredom; the latter discourages residents from mixing socially,  

making it difficult for them to develop a common sense of communal identity. Modi’in, in contrast to 

many other postwar new towns, boasts a lively, urbane sense of community. 

The crowning achievement of Safdie’s planning and urban design projects is surely his recently 

completed master plan and urban, architectural, and landscape design for Mamilla in the Hinnom  

Valley in West Jerusalem, on which he has been working for more than thirty years. As he did in Modi’in, 

and in order to accomplish what he has in Mamilla, Safdie and his office sustained — over many years, 

many clients, many vocal opponents and lawsuits, and many changes in government — a determina-

tion and commitment to succeed; an unceasing engagement in public life; and a pragmatic willingness 

to selectively cede to commercial, political, and economic contingencies. As in Modi’in, Safdie and his 

office also mastered an array of planning and design challenges, including land use law, zoning codes, 

transportation planning, historic preservation, large-scale construction on a historically and politically 

charged territory, urban design, landscape architecture, and architecture. 

The Mamilla quarter runs along Jerusalem’s Old City walls from the Damascus to the Jaffa Gates, 

along a portion of the “green line,” the former border between Israel and Jordan. For nineteen years this 

area created what was literally a no-man’s wasteland of barbed wire and garbage that politically divided 

the city into a poor, Arab section to the east and an economically developing, modernized Jewish section 

to the west. The protracted, early stages of the Mamilla project, during which Safdie was working for 

KARTA, a combined federal-municipal organization, produced the master plan that was largely adhered 

to in the final scheme (except in its provision to put two major roads underground). The plan laid out a 

residential sector to the south called David’s Village, which now also includes the David Citadel Hotel, 

and a mixed-used commercial and residential center to the north called the Mamilla Center. This stage 

also entailed clearing existing slums, resettling its residents (all Jewish), re-parceling the land, rewriting 

zoning codes, and analyzing and developing an infrastructure and transportation plan. This iteration of 

the master plan called for the preservation of only one building, the nineteenth-century French Hospice 

of Saint Vincent de Paul. Later, Safdie’s office conducted studies of the site’s historic buildings in order 

to select a wider range of buildings meriting preservation and developed a variety of preservation strat-

egies — restoration, renovation, adaptive reuse — tailored to each building’s condition and historic value. 

The mixed-use Mamilla Center, which runs along the Old City’s walls and terminates at the Jaffa 

Gate, is the jewel of the project. This carefully considered, deeply impressive urban design towers 

above recent comparable projects such as Renzo Piano’s cramped master plan, homogenized build-

ings, and sorry public spaces in the Potsdamer Platz in Berlin. The Mamilla Center materially refutes 

those many critics of planning and of modernism, as well as contemporary practitioners, who maintain 

that it is impossible to execute such a large-scale project in a socially responsible manner. Packed into 

this more-or-less triangular, twenty-eight-acre sloping site is a large, nearly invisible parking garage for  

cars and tourist buses, and rising above it are a hotel, a luxury condominium cluster, several office build-

ings, and an amply proportioned pedestrian promenade that begins at a busy downtown intersection 

and terminates at the Old City’s Jaffa Gate.

One of Safdie’s favorite urban types is the Cardo in ancient Roman cities, the colonnaded commer-

cial and transportation main street lined with shops displaying their merchandise. The Mamilla Center’s 

promenade offers a contemporary reinterpretation of the Roman Cardo, along with changing views of 

two of the Old City’s most prominent monuments, David’s Tower and the Citadel of David. Contempo-

rary buildings, designed by Safdie, are woven through historic ones. These include the French Hospice 

and the nineteenth-century Stern House, where Theodor Herzl once slept and which Safdie’s office had 

dismantled block by masonry block, warehousing its numbered stones for years while infrastructure  

construction proceeded, then reconstructing it on its original site when construction on the complex 

The protective wall separating 
Mamilla from “no man’s land,” 
1948 – 67 

Mamilla, Jerusalem, ca. 1970
 

Mamilla Center, looking toward  
the Old City, 1972 – 2009

Stern House in Mamilla Center, 
Jerusalem, with numbered 
masonry blocks to facilitate its 
reconstruction, 2008
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neared completion. For the newly constructed elements of the promenade, Safdie wisely opted for a 

vocabulary of highly abstracted historicism, deferring to the language and materials of existing buildings 

and taking advantage of their human scale without aping them in their details. Old is old and new is new. 

Threaded between these historic buildings is an arcaded promenade containing retail shops, cafés, and 

restaurants. Above is the occasional pedestrian bridge linking the multistory buildings on either side. 

The arcade, which in some places covers nearly half the twenty-four-foot-wide walkway and is 

extended with half-arc trellises on which vines will eventually grow, offers protection from the summer’s 

blazing sun and the winter’s chilling rain. As one approaches the entrance to the historic, walled Old City, 

commerce falls away. “Why should a private developer do anything to limit independent control over a 

large investment?” Safdie asks, writing about the Mamilla Center in The City After the Automobile (1997). 

“Because as a society, we acknowledge that private developers are now constructing our public domain. 

And therefore, they should be subject to public-minded planning and zoning.” Near the Jaffa Gate the 

promenade becomes a purely public space: a landscaped, multilevel outdoor plaza. 

Taken as a whole, the Mamilla Center replaces a former no-man’s slum land with a lively, histori-

cally resonant, thoroughly contemporary, mixed-use commercial and retail district laced with different 

kinds and sizes of vibrant, appealing public spaces. It weaves together a fistful of this politically charged, 

polycentric, multiethnic city’s frayed edges into a successful public space where, on most days, one sees 

religious and secular Jews, Arabs, Armenians, Christians, and tourists mingling and interacting. The 

pedestrian promenade, a rare example of architecture triumphing over political adversity, will surely take 

its place among modernity’s most beloved public spaces, such as the Galleria in Milan and Rockefeller 

Center in New York City. 

The admixture of architectural and social vision, professional versatility and public-mindedness, 

that drove the Modi’in and Mamilla projects to their successful completion has also generated some of 

Safdie’s most remarkable buildings. Here we shall select examples from just two typologies: dispersed-

pavilion complexes such as the Hebrew Union College in Jerusalem (1976 – 98); the Skirball Cultural Cen-

ter in Los Angeles (1986 – 2012); the recently opened Khalsa Heritage Centre in Anandpur Sahib, Punjab, 

India (1998 – 2011); and the Crystal Bridges Museum of American Art in Bentonville, Arkansas (scheduled 

for completion in 2012); and continuous-periphery, aggregate-volume civic projects such as the Peabody 

Essex Museum (1996 – 2003) and the Salt Lake City Public Library (1999 – 2003). The character of these 

projects, like Modi’in and Mamilla, is built up from sensitivity to climate, natural topography, and the historic 

fabric of the site. They are not just figural objects but holistic, particularized places. They are also designed 

with a sensitivity to human scale; the determination to make lively, vibrant public spaces; and an under-

standing of design strategies that promotes such uses. In these projects some more strictly architectural 

aspects of Safdie’s vision are also manifested. Interior spaces receive natural light even when sectional 

innovation is required, clearly articulated circulation patterns offer a variety of spatial and visual experi-

ences, and structural systems and geometric forms underlie the projects’ formal expression.

Beginning with the Hebrew Union College, Safdie has, in larger cultural and educational institu-

tions, often chosen to disperse programmatic elements into compositionally distinct-but-linked pavil-

ions. These are not only among Safdie’s best buildings but are also among the best sole-authored 

building complexes in contemporary architecture. Multiple semi-freestanding pavilions are arrayed along 

their sloping sites, interspersed with landscape elements (often planted with indigenous plants), paved 

patios, and outdoor plazas. Linking the pavilions and outdoor spaces in carefully managed processional 

sequence are bridges, indoor corridors, and outdoor walkways. 

Each of these projects is simultaneously unique and elaborates on its predecessors. Over the years 

the geometries controlling the site plans have become looser and more varied in response to topography 

and the construction of visual and processional axes. For the Hebrew Union College, Safdie broke the 

program into three rectangular volumes skewed off axis from one another in response to Jerusalem’s hilly 

topography, but he then unified the composition by employing the tartan grid plan. The Skirball Center, 

next in chronological sequence, also employs the tartan grid to knit together interior pavilions and exte-

rior patios and gardens, but the building volumes themselves are more varied, combining squares, rec-

tangles, arcs, and semicircles. The plan for the much larger Khalsa Centre, which spreads over dozens of 

acres, deploys arcs, cylinders, circles, and rectangles, along with less conventional geometric figures. The 

pavilions of the Crystal Bridges complex, located in a woodland and spanning the large Crystal Spring, 

take their formal arrangement largely from their functions, a series of dams and bridges that do double-

duty as one of the most significant museums of American art in the United States.

Safdie’s approach in all of these projects has been to break what would otherwise be extremely, 

perhaps even excessively, large buildings down to a more human scale and simultaneously allow nature 

a designing hand. In The City After the Automobile, writing of what he calls “mega-scale,” he exhorts 

his colleagues to challenge clients’ insistent demands for enormous buildings: “We must critically evalu-

ate the assumptions that lead to super-scaled places …we should be asking [clients], how many people 

require being in the same building?” In these projects nature and architecture interpenetrate, high-

lighting the particularistic qualities of the place, helping to orchestrate complex circulation patterns 

and imparting a lively sense of urbanism. Even in the most rural of settings, as is the case with Crystal 

Bridges, users take in views of other pavilions, other gardens and plazas, and other people.

To emphasize how these projects promote their users’ sense of the particular qualities of a place, 

it is worth examining at least one in more depth. The commission for a museum and heritage memorial to 

the Sikh religion came about because the Punjab’s Chief Minister, Parkash Singh Badal, wanted to mark 

the 300th anniversary of the Khalsa, the scriptures written by Guru Gobind Singh, with a building cel-

ebrating 500 years of Sikh history. It may come as a surprise to learn that Sikhs and Jews share a num-

ber of religious convictions and cultural experiences. According to Safdie, he earned the commission 

for the Khalsa Centre because Badal, on a visit to Israel, was so impressed with the recently completed 

Yad Vashem Holocaust Museum (1997 – 2005) in Jerusalem that he called Safdie, spoke of the affini-

ties between the two religions, and offered him the commission. Sikhism, like Judaism, is a monotheistic 

religion. Many of its canonical codes of conduct implicitly reject the basic beliefs and practices of Hin-

duism, Islam, and Christianity. Sikhs believe that all people — not just Sikhs, not just Brahmins, not just 

those who have accepted Allah or Jesus — are equal before the eyes of God. Like Jews, they are prohib-

ited from worshipping idols or proselytizing, and they are obligated to give generously to charity and to 

respect other religions in word and deed. Also like Jews, Sikhs have suffered centuries of religious and 

political persecution.

Anandpur Sahib, a city of over 13,000 in the Punjab province, is one of Sikhism’s four holiest sites 

and an annual pilgrimage destination for hundreds of thousands of believers. According to Sikh legend, 

it was in this city that Guru Gobind Singh performed the first Amrit ceremony, whereby Sahajdharis are 

baptized, symbolizing their lifelong commitment to abide by Sikhism’s strict codes of conduct. (Once bap-

tized, Sahajdhari Sikhs become Khalsa.) Safdie had spent time in northern India, working on Louis Kahn’s 

Indian Institute of Management in Ahmedabad. Like Kahn and scores of other modern architects, Safdie 

was taken with the area’s architectural monuments: the asymmetrically balanced site plan of Fatepuhr 

Sikhri; the fusing of landscape, architecture, and memorial in Mughal mausoleum gardens; the strange, 

abstract forms of the Jantar Mantar in Jaipur; and imposing, cliffed fortress-cities such as Jaisalmer. 

Safdie, accepting Badal’s offer, traveled to Anandpur Sahib, where he discovered that the government 

authorities’ chosen site was many kilometers outside of town. Such an important memorial and museum 

Khalsa Heritage Centre,  
Anandpur Sahib, Punjab, India,
1998 – 2011 (tentative opening)

Mamilla Center arcade

Jaisalmer Fort, Rajasthan, India
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must be accessible by foot, especially to the many pilgrims who visit the city each year. He suggested a 

more centrally located site, spanning a ravine and close to Kesgarh Sahib, the seventeenth-century for-

tress marking the location where the tenth Khalsa performed his legendary baptismal ceremony — and 

the authorities agreed.

A comparison of how Safdie manages topography and natural light in the Skirball Center and the 

Khalsa Centre encapsulates his sensitivity to his buildings’ sites. Where natural light falls in the Skir-

ball Center, the Khalsa Centre is flooded with shade. The Skirball Center’s architectural vocabulary 

extends the late modernism of Kahn’s nearby Salk Center in La Jolla; the Khalsa Centre’s sheer, monu-

mental, shadowy volumes recall both Kahn’s Indian Institute of Management and the fortified Jaisalmer. 

The L-shaped western part of the Khalsa Centre, closest to town, contains a library, temporary exhibi-

tion spaces, and a restaurant, with its inner edge articulating an outdoor entrance plaza abutted by a 

400-seat auditorium. Western and eastern parts of the complex are linked by a 24-by-450-foot-long, 

Roman-arched bridge straddling the ravine. The memorial and the permanent exhibition galleries are 

housed within the large, multileveled, amphitheater-like arc, which contains both indoor and outdoor cir-

culation spaces. The arc visually culminates in a concatenated cluster, as imposing as a man-made cliff, 

of five cylindrical and rectangular prisms symbolizing the five virtues of the Sikh faith.

A number of Safdie’s smaller buildings on urban sites, such as the Salt Lake City Public Library 

and the Peabody Essex Museum, read from their exteriors as single blocks but are actually comprised 

of multiple volumes prised apart in one or several places. Designed and planned with careful atten-

tion to climate and surrounding buildings, streets, and pedestrian pathways, the Salt Lake City Public 

Library and Peabody Essex Museum buildings — both located in cool, northern climates with long win-

ters — combine human-scaled interiors with multistory public atriums drenched in natural light. Both 

buildings serve as fulcrums in their urban settings and bring together diverse populations and micro-

communities, much like Modi’in’s many parks and the Mamilla Center’s pedestrian promenade.

The public library in Salt Lake City was one of the most heavily used in the country even before the 

completion of Safdie’s new building in 2003, but since then use has tripled. Salt Lake City, which has a 

population of approximately 181,000, looks like many western American cities. Set on a grid, wide, mul-

tilaned roads function as spatial barriers dislocating one enormous city block from the next. Along these 

roads stand mainly undistinguished one- or two-story buildings, occasionally fronted by an asphalt 

stretch of parking. Rising from several downtown blocks are high-rise office towers. In such dispersed, 

auto-centric urban circumstances, very few public spaces are to be found, and anything one might call a 

public is less in evidence still.

Salt Lake City’s most distinctive feature is not architectural but natural: the monumental, reddish-

ochre Wasatch Mountain Range outside the city. However, across from the new library, on Main Street, 

is the imposing Salt Lake City and County Building (1894), a four-story, gray, Richardsonian monolith 

topped by a 256-foot-high clock tower, standing alone on its ten-acre block of a site in a large expanse 

of lawn. To the new library’s west, on a wide, busy boulevard, runs the light rail line that terminates on the 

campus of the University of Utah. 

Although approximately 62% of Utah’s residents belong to The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter 

Day Saints, fewer than 50% of Salt Lake City’s residents are Mormon, and the city has a large Hispanic 

population (over 19%), as well as substantial student and gay communities. When the city outgrew its 

old library, the library’s director, Nancy Tessman, began to develop both an architectural program and a 

larger vision for the new building. She wanted the Salt Lake City Public Library to be a social condenser, 

a destination point that would not only welcome but would regularly bring together the city’s diverse 

and overlapping communities. In short, Tessman wanted the Salt Lake City Public Library to create a 

public realm in a city that really had none. Cannily, Tessman decided that not just the building itself but 

the process of building it could jump-start her project in community creation. She developed an unusu-

ally rigorous selection process in which a short list of four architects was asked to develop preliminary 

proposals. Then, in a series of widely publicized meetings, they presented their proposals and received 

feedback from city authorities (who would be appropriating funds for the project), library staff members 

(who would work in the building), and the public.

In the end the selection was not difficult. According to Tessman, Safdie proved to be the only 

architect who did not “talk down” to his many audiences. He was as receptive to feedback from laypeo-

ple and library staff as he was to those who would formally be his client. He listened with an open mind, 

thought on his feet, and proposed viable alternative solutions on the spot. Safdie also demonstrated a 

respect for the specificity of the site that was unmatched by the other contenders. For the facade of the 

new library, he told Tessman that he wanted the focal point to be not his own building but the imposing  

Salt Lake City and County Building, which is listed on the National Register of Historic Places. “Right 

now,” he said, referring to the building, “it’s lonely.”

The design of the five-story Salt Lake City Public Library squares the relentless geometric grid 

of the city with the sensuous irregularity of the surrounding mountains in plan and elevation. The plan is 

deceptively simple: a triangle (housing the main library) is lined on one of its three sides by a rectangular 

block (containing offices for the library staff), on another by a two-ply, arcing, ochre concrete wall (con-

taining, inside, retail spaces at ground level and reading rooms above, and outside, a generously propor-

tioned staircase). Inside the building that same arcing wall encloses the glazed, multistory public atrium. 

Outside, it articulates a public plaza and amphitheater and steps down to offer bleacherlike seating on 

which people can sit and lunch in good weather and which they can ascend to get elevated views of  

the city. 

The rectilinear office block presents a sedate, almost deferential facade, echoing in overall vol-

ume and proportions the previously “lonely” City and County Building across the street. One enters the 

building at the street corner, where the building’s rectangular, triangular, and arcing volumes meet, into 

the eighty-foot-high public concourse. Here the composition becomes looser, more distinctive, and more 

monumental. The rectilinear facade appears to peel away from the body of the building as it launches 

into its curve toward the mountains and the outdoor public plaza behind. The light-drenched atrium, 

open to the public at all times, is activated by a glass-enclosed elevator, a series of small retail shops, a 

café with seating, and views into the lower level where the facilities and rental rooms are located. 

To enter the library proper, one crosses bridges spanning the lower level. With this gesture  

Safdie deftly solves two problems: he gets natural light to fall into even the building’s lowest, below-

grade level, and he finesses one of the principal challenges of library design, which is to provide a  

single access point so that library staff can monitor the comings and goings of their users to ensure 

that goings are only for the library’s users and not its unchecked books. The bulk of the library is  

contained within the triangle of the plan. These interior spaces are quite low-ceilinged — after all,  

this is a project that was completed for approximately $200 per square foot — but Safdie ensures  

that they are never oppressive through two design elements. The triangular prism of the library is  

quite shallow, and two of its three external walls are faced with floor-to-ceiling glass, so that natural  

light and glimpses outside — toward the mountains or toward the atrium — are never far away.  

Furthermore, shallow barrel vaults visually interrupt the sweep of the library’s long-spanned interiors. 

Necessary for structural reasons, these barrel vaults also create the visual and phenomenological 

impression that the library is comprised of human-scaled pockets of space rather than one continuous 

spatial plane.

Peabody Essex Museum, Salem, 
Massachusetts, 1996 – 2003: 
site and elevation sketch by Moshe 
Safdie (top), site plan (middle), and 
completed building in context  
(bottom)

Salt Lake City Public Library, 
Salt Lake City, Utah, 1999 – 2003
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In the Salt Lake City Public Library, Safdie eschews the sort of overt symbolic gestures that he 

often employs and which sometimes rankle his detractors. The skylit, glazed, multistory area between 

the library proper and the office block, a concatenation of steel, glazing, tension wires, and pedestrian 

bridges, shows the abstraction of modernism at its best. Such a moment suggests that we might cir-

cle back to reconsider Safdie’s use of symbolism in his other projects. In the Peabody Essex Museum, 

for example, overt symbolism is employed in its vernacularizing brick volumes, which echo the build-

ing’s immediate surroundings, and in its curving, hull-like ceiling structure, which recalls the ships that 

made Salem the capital of eighteenth-century marine trade. In light of how often Safdie achieves a 

delicate balance of nature, structure, metaphor, and abstraction; in light of his indisputably valuable, 

deeply considered social agenda for architecture; in light of how frequently he manages to successfully 

manifest that agenda in his designs, perhaps it is time for critics to reevaluate their aversion to Safdie’s 

overtly symbolic motifs. Is the discourse on architecture really so paltry as to let one aspect of Safdie’s 

style — the most photographable aspect, to be sure — determine how his formidable contributions to 

architecture and the social world will be assessed? 

The context of these more recent projects helps cast his much smaller, widely celebrated Habi-

tat ’67 in a new light: it was an anomaly that, in its successes and its failures, pointed the way to 

Safdie’s future. Habitat is a residential complex in an oeuvre of mostly civic projects, the product of 

a search, now largely abandoned, to find a solution to the problem of low-cost, prefabricated social 

housing. The concerns driving Habitat’s design have shaped many of Safdie’s most consequential 

subsequent projects. From the standpoint of urbanism, Habitat stood by the city and against urban 

sprawl and proposed that only medium-to-high-density housing would create humane urban centers. 

Modi’in and Mamilla advance more sophisticated versions of the same proposition — and so do most 

of Safdie’s urban-minded contemporaries. Fusing architecture and landscape architecture, Habitat 

offered “for everyone a garden.” All the projects discussed here, from Modi’in to the Salt Lake City 

Public Library, insist upon the same. In plan and section, Habitat develops a hierarchy of public, semi-

private, and private spaces, a theme that is greatly elaborated upon in the other projects discussed 

here. In design concept the piled-up prisms of Habitat offer every unit different views and kinds of 

natural light. Through the design codes for Modi’in, and in the spaces of the Khalsa Heritage Centre, 

the Crystal Bridges Museum of American Art, and the Salt Lake City Public Library, Safdie constructs 

a sophisticated variety of sequences, views, and types of natural light. In style, Habitat’s Lego-like 

evocations of vernacular, multifamily dwellings — Taos Pueblo, Mediterranean coastal towns — are 

both historically resonant and abstract. That is a theme that courses through many of Safdie’s subse-

quent projects in ways that vary from each to each. 

To analyze Safdie’s work in this sequence, from the largest in scale to the smallest, from the most 

recent to the earliest, is not simply some fancy parlor trick. It makes a point. Safdie has always begun 

his designs with the understanding that his is a vocation that “affects the lives of billions.” His projects 

currently under construction, such as the Crystal Bridges Museum and, more significantly, the mega-

scale Marina Bay Sands mixed-use complex in Singapore, are designed from within the same ethical 

framework and with the same social aspirations. Each project is both of the world and has the potential 

to become, as Kahn once put it, a world within a world. From an impressively early age, Safdie has had an 

idea of what he wants that larger world to look like. His own projects, large and small — his worlds — have 

both developed out of and evolved that vision.

         

Revisiting four moments in Safdie’s biography offers a more fine-grained understanding of his complex, 

holistic architectural vision and further clarifies how the projects discussed here relate to that vision. 

Simultaneously, it sheds light on Safdie’s outside-in/inside-out role in contemporary architectural dis-

course. The accretion of his early experiences — his childhood in Haifa, his architectural training at 

McGill University in Montreal, his short employment with Kahn, and his tenure as director of the depart-

ment of urban design at Harvard University’s Graduate School of Design — lay the foundations for many 

of his central design tenets. These include a nexus of core beliefs: that making buildings and cities is 

a social and political act; that the humanistic, contemporary city must combine high-density residen-

tial development with vital, provocative public spaces; that architecture must offer resonant public 

symbols; and that buildings must express their structural dynamics and be efficiently constructed. 

Encompassing all these concerns is Safdie’s central conviction that to responsibly design the built  

environment one cannot parse it into disconnected or competing practices. One must be city planner, 

urban designer, landscape designer, architect, and more. 

haifa

As is well known, Safdie spent his childhood, until he was fifteen years old, in Haifa, a Mediterranean 

coastal town in what was then Palestine and is now Israel. One could make any number of observations  

and speculations about the impact of these experiences on his architectural vision. Here we shall empha-

size only two sets of salient factors. The first is more strictly architectural. During the years Safdie spent  

there, Haifa was what Safdie describes as a coastal, pedestrian “Bauhaus hill town.” Downtown had an 

Arab bazaar and a major city street, then called King’s Way, which was a large-scale, arcaded street typi- 

cal of colonial architecture. Spreading up the hills from downtown were Bauhaus-style buildings: the city 

of Safdie’s youth was built up from legible geometries, rectilinear volumes, curved balconies, rooftop 

terraces, and patios. “It was all steps up and down,” Safdie remembers, “with fingers of nature interlaced 

with fingers of urbanism,” just like Modi’in’s urban spaces and his pavilion-complex buildings. As in most 

warm climates, much of daily life was lived outside the confines of the home, in semi-public patios and 

public plazas, streets, and beaches. This environment nurtured Safdie’s convictions, borne out in Habi-

tat ’67 and numerous subsequent projects, that architectural forms could support a progressive social 

agenda, that cities must grow from the contours of nature, and that they should contain concentrations 

of high-density, residential housing and should offer different kinds of semi-public and public spaces.

The second pertinent feature of Safdie’s youth relates to his conception of the architect’s 

vocation. The land in which Safdie was raised was then, and continues to be, one of the most highly 

politicized societies in the world. Most Jewish settlers to Palestine were, like the young Safdie him-

self, “ardent Zionists” who believed they were creating for Jews a haven from political persecution and 

social ostracism. Spirited debate and outright conflict about the legitimacy, and the ideal form, of their 

society were common, both among Jews and between Jews and non-Jews. Safdie still remembers his 

anger (partly for political reasons) when his parents decided to leave Israel for Montreal, believing that 

their departure betrayed Zionism. (Today he holds citizenship in the United States, Israel, and Canada; 

is married to an Israeli; and runs a branch office in Jerusalem.) From early on, Safdie understood that 

people’s daily lives are profoundly and in every way affected by the decisions people make — or are 

prohibited from making — including about how to govern themselves and organize their social lives. 

From this comes his repeated insistence that people — architects — have choices about how to shape 

their world. To deny this is to turn one’s back on the obvious. Worse, it is to set oneself up for a life lived 

in moral indifference.

Drawing by Moshe Safdie 
of “A Three-Dimensional 
Modular Building System,” his 
undergraduate thesis project,  
McGill University, 1961

Model of City Tower scheme by 
Louis I. Kahn, 1952 – 53 

Model of San Francisco State 
College Student Union proposal, 
1967 – 68
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teaM 10

Until he was exposed to it during his studies at McGill University in Montreal, Safdie has often said that 

he never before considered architecture as a profession. Afterwards, he never considered doing any-

thing else. One instructor influenced him particularly — H. P. Daniel (“Sandy”) van Ginkel, an émigré from 

the Netherlands who later became chief planner of Expo ’67 and hired Safdie to head the design of 

the Expo’s master plan, for which Safdie eventually built Habitat. Van Ginkel was a founding member of 

the loosely organized, international group of young architects, Team 10, which was spearheaded by van 

Ginkel’s onetime architectural collaborator, Aldo van Eyck, with whom he had designed a small school 

in northern Holland, and by Alison and Peter Smithson, a wife-and-husband team from London. Self-

anointed Young Turks, van Eyck, van Ginkel, and the Smithsons, along with, among others, Jaap Bakema, 

Giancarlo de Carlo, Georges Candilis, and Shadrach Woods, coalesced into a group around 1953 and 

1954. (De Carlo joined in 1959 after the dissolution of Congrès Internationaux d’Architecture Moderne, 

or CIAM.) The group became known as Team 10 because they were chosen as a team to organize CIAM’s 

tenth conference, which eventually took place in Otterlo, Holland, in 1959.

The centrality of Team 10 to Safdie’s intellectual formation has not been sufficiently appreciated 

or explored. His refusal to differentiate between architecture and urbanism, his determination to create 

constructed hierarchies of public and private spaces, his deliberate attempts to emphasize the particu-

larity of place, and his understanding of the centrality of cultural identity in architectural design — prin-

ciples which Safdie learned from growing up in Haifa — were all canonical tenets of Team 10. The group’s 

foundational document, the Doorn Manifesto (published in 1954 and named after the city in which it 

was formulated), announced dwelling — which it also called “habitat” — as the challenge of postwar mod-

ernism. Safdie’s thesis project, which became the starting point for Habitat, was published in 1962  

in Dutch Forum, the journal edited by van Eyck from 1959 to 1963 and the de facto house organ for 

Team 10. 

Team 10’s substitution of the words “dwelling” and “habitat” for CIAM’s more commonly used 

term “housing” formed part of Team 10’s larger accusation that the CIAM establishment had neglected 

the social dimension of modern life. “It is useless to consider the house,” declared the Doorn Manifesto, 

“except as part of a community owing to the interaction of these on each other.” The architects who 

joined Team 10, different as they were, all kept their eyes trained on what they called patterns of human 

habitation, by which they meant the whole network of social relations in which any individual or fam-

ily unit is embedded. Like Safdie, they believed that low-cost, well-designed social housing would suc-

ceed only if architects took into account that people and families were embedded in and sustained by 

polycentric, overlapping, and ever-fluid social groups. Team 10 conceptualized these groups in terms 

of urban space: the street, the neighborhood, the communal gathering space, the city, and the region. 

Structured hierarchies of human association — from private, to various configurations of semi-public, to 

public — undergirded the healthy society. Attending to one form of human association, such as the home, 

without considering its interdependence on others constituted a recipe for failure and irrelevance.

Most members of Team 10 also, as a consequence, refused to differentiate between architec-

ture and urban design, insisting that one can only design individual buildings to both accommodate 

and express the particular communities they served. Influenced by the emerging discipline of cultural 

anthropology, these architects believed that buildings must accommodate and make manifest their 

cultural specificity. No style should aspire to be — indeed, no style could be — “international.” The archi-

tect’s task was to serve a specific client in a specific community by examining local particularistic 

patterns of social interaction, along with the immediate built environment and the topography and cli-

mate of the site. Two projects, both of which Safdie admired, embodied Team 10’s deep commitment to  

cultural specificity: Aldo van Eyck’s Children’s Orphanage in Amsterdam (1955 – 60) and Georges Can-

dilis and Shadrach Woods’s many published studies for low-cost housing in Morocco under the name of 

their firm, ATBAT-Afrique. 

Safdie admired van Eyck’s celebrated orphanage, known to him since his student days at McGill, in 

which simple geometries were built up into an extraordinarily intricate plan that van Eyck had developed 

around the concept of facilitating a variety of levels and types of social engagement. In the orphanage 

van Eyck balanced a hierarchy of spaces to accommodate different age groups of children. In each age 

cluster, bedrooms were adjacent to a semi-private congregation space containing an outdoor area for 

play and an indoor one for play, meetings, and meals. All clusters were arranged along a generously pro-

portioned, stepping spine, thus avoiding the anonymity of overly long corridors. Larger outdoor spaces 

and an indoor auditorium offered places of congregation for the entire community. 

As important for Safdie as van Eyck’s orphanage were ATBAT-Afrique’s various housing proto-

types, which they called “habitats,” for poor residents of Casablanca’s bidonvilles. Candilis, Woods, and 

their partners conducted what they believed to be social-anthropological research into the culture, 

social mores, and living patterns of their projects’ anticipated inhabitants. In their many proposals for 

low-cost housing, they also tried to accommodate their designs to the hot desert climate of northern 

Africa, offering proposals on how to maximize natural ventilation and manage sun and shade.

At McGill, van Ginkel imbued his students with Team 10’s canonical tenets: that architecture and 

urbanism were one, that architecture could not be designed without a larger social vision, that buildings 

and urban spaces must foster many different forms of social interaction in many different kinds of pub-

lic spaces, that modernism was inconsistent neither with cultural nor with site specificity. Such ideas 

resonated profoundly with the politicized, highly idealistic young Safdie, who recently had been unwill-

ingly displaced from Haifa, a tightly knit, densely populated city of politically aware, ethnically identified 

immigrants, to Montreal, a wealthy, spatially dispersed city constructed on the colonial architectural 

heritage of France and England. Safdie knew that dwellings are much more than just houses. He knew 

that architecture and urbanism are one. And as the global citizen he became, he understood the ines-

capability of cultural difference.

teCtoniCs and syMbolisM

While still in Israel, before Safdie decided to become an architect, he had planned to study agronomy 

to prepare himself to create a new kibbutz with some friends. In his backyard he raised bees and was 

fascinated by the hives bees make: beautifully constructed objects of exquisite structural efficiency, 

controlled by the order of geometric form. Later at McGill, Safdie studied with Peter Collins, a trained 

architect and committed proponent of modernism who was especially interested in the technological 

and material innovations underlying the new architecture. Collins argued that the forms of the new 

architecture must not only abide by the laws of physics, but also materially express them. Collins’s ideas 

about the structural foundations of the new architecture dovetailed with Safdie’s respect for the laws 

of nature. The synthesis of structure and geometry into efficient form became Safdie’s conceptual foun-

dation for architectural design.

The structure and geometry of organic forms captured the imaginations of many young architects 

in the 1950s and 1960s, including those of the Smithsons and Kahn, whom Safdie approached in 1962 

looking for work. Following the lead of Kahn, Anne Griswold Tyng, and others, Safdie steeped himself in 

the writings of the early twentieth-century biologist D’Arcy Thompson and the postwar cultural theorist 

Lancelot Law Whyte, who posited that geometry was a kind of secret key to understanding human civi-

lization, a link between the forms of nature and the forms of culture. From this body of thought Safdie 

Sketch and plan of Children’s 
Orphanage, Amsterdam,  
by Aldo van Eyck, 1955 – 60
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developed a number of convictions: that architecture’s structural forms must not violate the physical 

principles of nature, that those principles should be made evident in the final design, that architectural 

structure must be disciplined with geometric form, and that architectural forms are intrinsically sym-

bolic. In a recent essay Safdie asserts: “The nautilus shell, the bone structure of a vulture’s wings, the 

spider’s web are constant reminders that the formally complex is a response to fitness. There is very 

little capricious complexity in nature’s designs!” Architecture symbolizes and is of the cosmos. 

Safdie’s early explorations into modular or cellular design, evident in Habitat and other early proj-

ects, emerged from van Eyck’s use of the geometric module in his orphanage and from the ideas of Kahn, 

Tyng, and others. Although in the end Safdie, like Kahn, discovered that organically derived modularity 

is too limiting to accommodate all the competing demands that go into the making of architecture, he 

maintained and continues to hold that tectonic articulation and structural efficiency are the hallmarks 

of responsible design. He embraces these tectonic principles as ethical imperatives on the same level 

of importance as the other dimensions of his practice, even in the large-scale, complex buildings that 

employ multiple structural systems.

MakinG arChiteCture urban desiGn

In 1978 Safdie joined Harvard University’s Graduate School of Design (GSD) as professor and direc-

tor of the program in Urban Design. Josep Lluís Sert, one of CIAM’s leaders, had established the urban 

design program because he believed that in the United States city planners, whose professional roots 

were not in design but in urban policy and the social sciences, were usurping architects’ professional 

engagement in urbanism. Sert, like Safdie, believed that the architect’s vocation by definition included 

active engagement in public life: while teaching at the GSD, Sert also served as architectural advi-

sor to Nathan Pusey, Harvard’s president, and as chair of the Cambridge City Planning Commission.

Sert shared with Safdie and many other architects a dislike for the dispersed, suburban settlement 

patterns then dominating American urban growth. The goals of his GSD program in urban design  

were to develop a curriculum that would encourage architects, landscape architects, and urban 

designers to actively collaborate, to engage in public life, to fortify urban centers by increasing the 

density of residential development, and to create vital urban public spaces such as parks, piazzas, and 

active pedestrian zones. 

For five years while at the GSD, Safdie offered studios on the city of Jerusalem, involving students 

and faculty from three departments, as well as faculty from other parts of the university. A more electri-

fying project for young students would be difficult to imagine. Israelis had only recently recaptured East 

Jerusalem from Jordan in 1967 in the Six Day War, unifying a city that had been split down the middle 

and inhabited since 1948 by mutually hostile populations, with Arabs controlling East Jerusalem and 

the whole of the ancient, fortified Old City, and Jews the western portion of the city. The “green line” run-

ning right through downtown Jerusalem, a no-man’s land, divided the city into Arab and Jewish halves. 

When East Jerusalem was recaptured, the Israeli government commissioned a new master plan to knit 

the city together while respecting its citizens’ cultural differences. Infrastructure needed to be modern-

ized, zoning laws written, and the area where the green line had run re-urbanized. Each studio grappled 

with questions of local and national public policy, as well as how to respectfully accommodate cultural 

differences; plan for current and anticipate future infrastructure needs; assess the value of Jerusalem’s 

historic fabric; decide upon preservation strategies and select which ones should be employed where; 

use the hilly topography of the city to the best advantage; and integrate architecture, urban design,  

and landscape architecture into a plan to create vital public spaces that would welcome the city’s 

diverse populations.

At the end of the project, Safdie published The Harvard-Jerusalem Studio, presenting five years 

of accumulated research and a wide array of proposals for master plans and urban designs for selected 

areas of the city. The Harvard-Jerusalem Studio is a masterpiece of architectural, urban, and historical 

research and of architectural pedagogy. Indeed, it should be required reading for every student of the 

urban environment. In his Jerusalem studio projects Safdie both extended and deepened the multifac-

eted, socially committed approach to architecture and urbanism that he had been developing from his 

experiences in Haifa, at McGill, and under the tutelage of Kahn. 

         

Examining these aspects of Safdie’s origins helps us to understand the seriousness of his pur-

pose and vision, as well as how he continues to develop and build upon it. It is this, not the vaga-

ries of style or the journalistic moment, that needs to be at the core of any reassessment of his 

work. We are now in a better position to address Safdie’s insider-outsider position in contemporary  

architectural discourse. The roster of his projects and the high quality of his best ones establish 

Safdie as one of our most successful serious architects, on par with Renzo Piano, Richard Rogers, 

Norman Foster, or Frank Gehry. His accomplishments tower above celebrated corporate architects 

like David Childs of Skidmore, Owings & Merrill or Harry Cobb of Pei Cobb Freed & Partners. His cli-

ents and the users of his buildings verge on the unstoppable in the praise they heap upon his work.  

His projects tend to come in on, or close to, budget. Only rarely do they suffer problems owing to 

poor construction or design. Among his contemporaries, Safdie alone has single-handedly designed 

and overseen the construction of what is now a thriving new city: his design for the Mamilla Center in  

Jerusalem is far superior to comparable urban design projects by other architects. 

He has developed a clear-sighted and intellectually powerful analysis of the very real problems 

threatening our twenty-first-century cities. Among them are the erasure of a sense of locality, the 

uncontrolled or badly controlled growth of regional conurbations and megalopolises, the multiple ways 

in which our cities and buildings contribute to global warming, and the atomization of human relations 

owing to developing technologies of communication and ever-more-rigid class stratification. Through 

his architecture and urbanism he attempts to ameliorate them — and sometimes succeeds. In an era 

of heightening social dispersal, Safdie insists upon the importance of vital, uplifting public spaces that 

attract users of many different classes, ethnicities, and cultures, and he builds them. Unlike many of his 

contemporaries, Safdie approaches architecture and urbanism not as the practice of making precious 

jewelry for high-end cultural institutions and fashion designers, but as a social act that governs and 

changes lives. This demands a multifaceted approach encompassing historical understanding, pragma-

tism, active involvement in and understanding of public affairs, the willingness to immerse oneself in 

the nature and culture of a place, and the ability to plan and design not just buildings but urban spaces, 

landscapes, and cities. In his best projects Safdie puts into practice the social-architectural-ethical 

objectives that he has developed over many years and repeatedly stated in his many eloquent published 

writings. To a sometimes disturbingly self-blinkered profession, Safdie’s work poses a powerful, discom-

fiting challenge and, indeed, an ennobling and much-needed model. 

See “Notes” for bibliographic sources.


